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Tina believers insist that no alternatives to such capitalist organizations of production exist or
could work nearly so well, in terms of outputs, efficiency, and labor processes. 3 Community
Capitalism. In the s, the state socialist countries realized that their systems of communist
central planning were failing badly. Russia and Eastern Europe took a plunge into market
capitalism and liberal democracy with what some call “shock therapy,” with mixed results,
while China took a more gradualist approach to the problem. So, if not capitalism, what? It’s
really very simple: An economic system designed first and foremost to meet the needs of
human beings and the Earth and the non-human species who call it home, that honors the
biological and moral fact of life that we are indeed all in this together. Rather than as an
abstract “alternative” to [State-]Capitalism, as if sitting on an ahistorical plane of completely
voluntary and even arbitrary choice, it is better to grasp real Marxian communism -‘Political-ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY’ -- as the “lawful” higher successor-system to the
[State-]Capitalist system.
Alternatives to Capitalism: Proposals for a Democratic Economy is the new e-book from New
Left Project. We will be publishing excerpts from the book over the coming weeks.
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